INTRODUCTION

It is the policy of this Agency to encourage community Residents to form a community in their development, within the direction of the Executive Director.

Urban Community of Economical Growth & Development was established to promote greater community residential participation and provide technical assistance to our many members. The Membership therefore, is designed to motivate and inform the members of their role and responsibility of the membership program. It is our belief that a well informed resident –is a productive one.

Members must be flexible and committed. Committed enough to retain community involvement, membership and awareness as well as civic dialogue.

Our programs is to show community residents the way to self-sufficiency and to motivate the community to take the initiative to make a difference in their community.

Remember, increased participation
And cooperation depend on how
Diplomatic and committed you are

You are the key! -------Participation and Cooperation open doors to success............

Our collective goal is to make each and every community resident the very best they can be.